IN THE CIVIL MAGISTRATES COURT
DISTRICT OF GEORGE, HELD AT GEORGE
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Case: 5048-15
In the matter between:
Lara Johnstone

Applicant

And
Clive Johnstone

Respondent

Reply Affidavit of Lara Johnstone
Proof of Service: Clive Johnstone
___________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2016 10:48 AM
To: Clive & Ann (clann@telkomsa.net); 'Ann Johnstone'
Subject: GMC 5048-15: Lara Response Affidavit
Attachments: 16-04-17_LJ-v-CHJ_LJ_Filing.pdf; 16-04-17_LJ-v-CHJ_LJ_RepAffid.pdf; 16-04-17_LJ-vCHJ_LJ-RepAff_A_CJH-Corr-Dignitas.pdf; 16-04-17_LJ-v-CHJ_LJ-RepAff_B_TBExch.pdf; 16-04-17_LJ-vCHJ_LJRepAff_C_SAPS-NoI-Enc.pdf; 16-04-17_LJ-v-CHJ_LJ-RepAff_D_FSB-NSA.pdf

Clive Johnstone (clann@telkomsa.net)
CC: Ann Johnstone (annscg@telkomsa.net)
GMC 5048-15: Lara Response Affidavit
Pa:
Attached is my response affidavit; and its annexures.
I shall print the entire documents for the court only. For you and me I shall only print the cover
page of each document; to get stamped by the court; since you already have an electronic copy.
If however you want me to print all the documents for you; let me know.


Filing Notice: [pp.01]
o Reply Affidavit of Lara Johnstone [pp.32]
 A:
CHJ & AEJ Correspondence [pp.137]





B:
Taaibos Barter Exchange Agreement & Unashamedly Ethical
[pp.20]
C:
L Johnson v SAPS Nat Comm Selebi & Others [pp.11]
D:
FSB & NSA Correspondence [pp.63]

Here is the summary as noted in the Reply Affidavit; of my response to your 13 April
2016 Notice to Oppose:
Lara suggests that the matter be postponed to provide Clive the opportunity to digest the
evidentiary contents of Lara’s Response Affidavit; for his further consideration; to provide the
court with his responses to Lara’s questions and suggestions to the Issues in dispute.
Assisted Suicide: Considering the contradictory representations between Clive’s 08 November
2015 and 13 April 2016; responses to Lara’s assisted suicide request; should Lara and the court
interpret Clive’s 13 April ‘solution’ as an offer for further negotiation; or as a fully informed
final decision?
Taaibos Barter Agreement: Pending resolution of Dignitas Assisted Suicide – whether financed
by Clive; or by Dignitas via Exemption of Fees – which can take months and sometimes a year
or two to get required paperwork approved; Lara suggests Lara, Clive and Ann take this
opportunity to draw up a temporary Taaibos Residency Rules Agreement.
Mental Disorder Allegations: Lara’s hypothesis is that there are numerous factors that
collectively contribute to the reality that it is understandable that Clive may have doubts about
what to believe regarding Lara’s state of mind and activities. Consequently Lara has some
suggestions for Clive and the court to consider; to enable Clive to make a more fully informed
decision about whether he wants to make ‘mental disorder’ allegations against Lara.
Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution: Lara has informed Clive that there were possible signals
intelligence clues; that could be interpreted as a message that Timothy McVeigh; or if not
Timothy McVeigh; someone pretending to be Timothy McVeigh; used military intelligence
psychotronic technology to partially cause Clive’s GI bleeding attack.
Get a Job or Prove EoP Activism is Worth It: Is Ecology of Peace Activism worth it? If there are
any individuals on planet earth who prefer a relatively orderly, humane and fair deindustrialization and depopulation process; for themselves and their families; the honest
answer would be: Yes, it’s worth it. If none. No.
Responses to other Facts in Dispute and/or Cultural Interpretation &/or Communication Policy
Differences: Responsible Procreation and Existence of God.

Lara

